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“But I like to be here.  
Oh I like it a lot,”  

said the cat in the hat  
to the fish in the pot.

- Dr. Seuss



HAP
PIN
ESS People think we’re in the travel business, but we say we’re in the  

business of creating happiness. It’s not what we do that sets us  
apart from every other company, but how we do it. This is a huge  
part of our brand experience.

FREE
DOM
Our offices and retail locations across the world present some of the best  
opportunities to create freedom for our staff. Smart and well-designed,  
these spaces inspire our employees to be more productive and optimistic  
about their work, which in turn projects to our customers and the world  
at large.
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INTRODUCTION

The G Adventures Look Book brings together all of 
the visual elements that go into selecting, designing, 
and creating our offices worldwide. Based on our 
Core Values, these elements portray who we are as a 
company, and who we want to be as citizens of this 
amazing planet.
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THE BRAND TEAM

As we continue to grow into a globally recognized brand, it’s critical to keep 
a consistent, clear focus on all our brand touchpoints. The global Brand 
team at Base Camp manages all aspects of designing new G Adventures 
offices worldwide. This helps ensure one creative palette is used to promote 
a consistently high-quality experience everywhere our brand  
is experienced.

The Brand team is a collection of brand experience strategists, designers, 
writers, filmmakers, and thinkers. Our cohesive, global design strategy will 
ensure our offices look great today, promote our brand values tomorrow,  
and help ensure a strong future always.

OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Design helps deliver on a brand promise, and properly executed, serves as 
one strategic means to help achieve our business goals. The G Adventures 
design philosophy is unique in the world because it’s inspired specifically  
by our seven C’s: creative, courageous, curious, collaborative, confident, 
communicative, and consistent. These attributes aren’t just words; they 
serve as filters by which we measure our design standards and select all 
elements that go into our office spaces. 

Our physical environments should express our brand in different ways for 
different audiences. 

They must be creative, courageous, and curious to spark imagination and 
improve ingenuity in addressing our needs to grow and remain profitable.

They must feel collaborative and confident to encourage the exchange  
of information and create social environments where we can learn from  
each other. 

They’re designed to feel communicative so those who visit us get a sense  
of our openness with each other and our collective sense of community.

Most importantly, they’re designed with consistency to express our brand 
worldwide with one strategic vision.



LOOK BOOK
G Adventures environments don’t typically look like regular travel offices; they look like places that contain kind, happy people 
who care about the world and each other. Colourful, modern, sustainable, and quirky, each of our offices blends the familiar 
with the unusual, creating a space that reflects the company values at large, yet also its own national heritage. Areas for play, 
conversation, reflection, and individual expression are all necessary components of the spaces we work in.

The visuals on the following pages provide design rationale, and serve as examples for how the global Brand team specifies 
and creates elements for our office spaces.

Design is not  
just what it looks like  
and feels like.  
Design is how it works.
- Steve Jobs
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1 THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

The ideal G Adventures building is in the urban centre of the city in which it’s  
located, and never in the suburbs or a rural area. By situating our offices downtown, 
the greatest number of people can commute to work on bike, foot, or public transit, 
and don’t have to rely on cars to get to work. Whenever possible, we prefer older 
buildings that are found in historic districts because they’re more likely to be unique 
and speak of individuality.

Let’s make the most of this beautiful day.  
Since we’re together we might as well say:  
Would you be mine? Could you be mine?  

Won’t you be my neighbour?
- Mr. Rogers
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2 THE BUILDING

G Adventures offices proudly display their heritage  
and character, often through exposed brick and
ductwork, old industrial floors, and a sense of having 
been something else at one time. Whenever possible,  
we let these historical elements speak for themselves.

The entrance to a G Adventures office should be on the 
first or second floor from street level. We prefer not to be 
an elevator ride away from the streetscape and people 
walking by.

Any potential environments should have the ability to be 
converted into an open, airy space. There should be the 
capacity for a communal space (and ideally the kitchen) 
close to the front door that makes people feel immediately 
welcome when they come in. 

Be yourself.  
Who else is better qualified?

- Frank J. Giblin
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3 THE BUILDING CRITERIA

In addition to the standard criteria (ie affordability, lease terms, sufficient room for growth, 
etc) when searching for a building for additional office space, we have five visual and  
design criteria we strive to meet:

Does the building display its heritage?
Is the entrance on the first or second floor?
Does it have the potential for an open floor plan?
Does it have the potential for a communal space near the front door?
Are we able to convert and redesign the space for our needs?

Ideal office space will meet all five of these design criteria, but may be deemed acceptable 
if it meets three.

If it looks like a duck,  
swims like a duck,  

and quacks like a duck… 
- Unknown
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4 FLOORS, CEILINGS, WALLS

Floors, ceilings, and walls should be specified or designed in ways that reflect the heritage 
and character of their buildings – all while keeping an overall sense of lightness and airiness 
throughout our spaces. Exposed, wood, or tin ceilings; revealed piping and ductwork;  
architectural features; brick walls; scratched industrial wood; and concrete floors may all  
qualify as valuable parts of G Adventures offices. In all cases, the Brand team will assess  
which elements are worth keeping and which should be replaced.

Wrinkles should merely indicate  
where smiles have been. 

- Mark Twain
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5 PRE-RECEPTION

The experience of someone approaching our offices from the 
outside is one of our most important brand moments because 
it’s one of our greatest opportunities to make a powerful first 
impression. Whenever possible, a ‘G’ logo sign will be placed 
on the outside of the building. Once inside the building, the 
“It’s a beautiful day at G” sign will greet visitors and staff.  
When necessary, branded wayfinding signage will direct  
visitors to reception.

You only get one chance  
to make a first impression.

- Unknown
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6 RECEPTION / WAITING

Approaching reception and being in the waiting area are more important  
branded moments people will experience when they’re coming in for an interview 
or a meeting. This space presents a critical opportunity to exhibit our brand and 
make visitors feel comfortable.

This area should be a friendly, communal space that speaks to our transparency 
and openness in our business practices. On one side of reception should be a clear 
view to where people are working. The other side should open up to a kitchen or 
lounge. Our reception areas allow us to act on our Core Value “Lead With Service.”

The idea of waiting for something 
makes it more exciting.

- Andy Warhol
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7 KITCHEN

Ask anyone who’s thrown a house  
party: the best ones take place in  
the kitchen. Every G Adventures office 
has a kitchen that is ideally part of the 
communal reception and waiting area. 
It’s a room where employees come  
together to drink coffee, eat lunch, 
laugh, and enjoy beer o’clock.

The G Adventures kitchen always 
contains purple (PMS 2617C) laminate 
cabinets and a long table with bench 
seating. It is a fun, casual place.

Our house it has a crowd. 
There’s always something happening 

and it’s usually quite loud.
- Madness
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8 MEETING ROOMS

Our meeting rooms are fun, playful spaces created to inspire  
staff and impress our culture upon visitors. We design them 
around the theme of “world changers,” which may refer to any 
historically significant figure (eg Steve Jobs, the Wright brothers) 
or cultural touchstones deemed part of the national identity of 
a host country (eg The Beatles, Star Wars, James Bond). These 
spaces relate to our Core Value “We Love Changing People’s 
Lives.” Anyone who’s had their first G Adventures interview in  
one of these rooms knows this is true.

No, I am your father.
- Darth Vader
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9 GAME ROOM

Game rooms are places for staff to escape to when 
they need to step away from their work. It’s always 
an option to have one if there’s enough space and 
interest among staff. Games can include full-size 
arcade games, board games, a ping-pong table, 
foosball, hockey, or a billiards table.

All grown-ups were once children,  
but only few of them remember it.

- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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10 WORK AREAS

G Adventures work areas are always open concept 
to encourage communication among employees. 
These areas are filled with either long, low rows of 
desks or collections of work pods. Separate offices 
are reserved for employees at the director level or 
higher, and are faced with glass doors to promote 
transparency in how we work. File cabinets and  
other storage furniture are generally kept shorter  
to allow the greatest visibility and sight lines 
throughout offices.

It is possible to fly without motors,  
but not without knowledge and skill.

- Wilbur Wright
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11 CASUAL WORK AREAS

Casual work areas are spaces of the office that are more informally arranged to  
promote a relaxed atmosphere for employees. They may include oversized sofas,  
big comfortable chairs, or beanbag chairs. These spaces are meant to serve as  
comfortable places to conduct casual meetings, or offer staff alternative options  
to sitting at their desks. They speak to our Core Value “Create Happiness and  
Community.”

Tension is who you think you should be. 
Relaxation is who you are.

- Chinese proverb
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12 WASHROOMS

Office washrooms should always be clean,  
perfectly functional spaces. Whenever possible,  
we try to include showers in washrooms because 
they encourage staff to commute to work on their 
bikes or by running. We recommend any features 
that support staff members in leading more active 
lifestyles.

When I’m in the shower,  
I’m afraid to wash my hair.

- Rockwell
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13 OUTDOOR SPACE

Whenever possible, we try to include a dedicated outdoor space 
where staff can gather for barbeques, and hold events for our 
business partners and suppliers. The outdoor space at Base 
Camp is on the roof and is called the “Partio.”

If you can’t be in awe of Mother Nature,  
there’s something wrong with you.

- Alex Trebek
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14 FURNITURE

We select furniture pieces with rounded  
corners, and in bright colours because they’re 
weird and quirky – like us. Our pieces often  
look like big, organic, comfortable blobs, 
speaking directly to our Core Value  
“Embrace the Bizarre.” 

We include purple and white ball chairs as a 
standard piece in every G Adventures office 
worldwide. They’re a bit otherworldly and serve 
nicely as private work pods whenever people 
need them.

A table, a chair, a bowl of fruit and a violin; 
what else does a man need to be happy?

- Albert Einstein
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15 DESIGN ELEMENTS

Every one of our offices contains some specific extra features to  
help make it feel more like us – more “G.” A movie theatre marquee 
sign is installed in every office. Visible from the front door, it  
announces special events and days.

All of our offices have the words “happiness” and “freedom”  
spelled out on the wall in metal letters.

The details are not the details. 
They make the design.

- Charles Eames
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16 COLOUR

Colour can be used be in a number 
of ways to help us express our seven 
C’s. While any painted walls throughout 
our offices are almost all white, we 
do paint the occasional accent wall 
in our brand purple (PMS 2617C). 
Our brand purple may also be used 
to accent fire doors, exposed piping, 
and other architectural elements in 
our spaces. 

When it comes to ordering furniture 
and accessories, we’ve developed a 
colour palette for specifying fabrics. 

If Dorothy had never opened the door,  
she’d have lived forever in black and white.

- Unknown
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17 GRAPHICS

Graphics offer another level of G-ness to 
our office spaces. These include branded 
wall applications, quotations, wayfinding 
signage, decals for interior glass windows, 
cultural motifs, and washroom signage.

Each office also has a series of changeable 
picture frames to hold seasonal marketing 
work and campaigns that are distributed 
globally from Base Camp.

Flat screen TVs may also be installed 
throughout offices to display images from 
our asset library of destination shots.

I’ll send an SOS to the world. 
I hope that someone gets my  

message in a bottle. 
- The Police
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18 LIGHTING

Our choices for lighting are perfect  
opportunities to add a sense of  
unconventional fun to our work  
environments. We prefer fixtures that  
are quirky and colourful to the ordinary.

Hide it under a bushel?  
Oh no, I’m gonna let it shine. 

- Unknown
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19 CARPETING

Carpeting in areas throughout our environments 
are amazing opportunities to add colour and 
texture to our offices. Weird, organic textures  
in bright colours are perfect for us.

Come and dance on our floor. 
Take a step that is new.

- Three’s Company
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20 ACCESSORIES

Near the end of the design process, the Global Brand 
team may select regionally cultural accessories like 
knick-knacks, throw pillows, or artwork to finish off 
areas of the office.

Every business should be  
completely concerned with beauty;  

it is after all, a collective human need.
- Karim Rashid
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21 GREENERY

Lots of greenery and plant life throughout 
the office reminds staff and visitors that we 
work in healthy environments. Large floor 
plants or living walls provide oxygen (and 
therefore happiness) to everyone that works 
near them.

Don’t it always seem to go 
that you don’t know what  

you got ‘til it’s gone.
- Joni Mitchell
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22 RESPONSIBILITY

Whenever possible, we specify items that favour environmentally 
responsible manufacturing or business practices. These may 
include low-VOC paints, natural wood furniture, recycled  
carpeting and fabrics, or items that are made near the office  
for which they’re being selected. Our conscientious choices  
are a direct result of our Core Value “Do the Right Thing.”

Be kind whenever possible. 
It is always possible.

- Dalai Lama
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